
VVonn Kiss realized that he had a purpose long before anyone had an opinion. It was 
this passion and growing positive response from fans that sent Vonn touring across 

the nation with country hit-maker David Allen Coe and other lyrical pioneers all 
while headlining his own shows. An authentic claim to fame proves Vonn Kiss & 
The Dark Horses stand-out singles to exist somewhere between traditional and 
outlaw country music. Vonn calls this format “lawless country” as he and the Dark 
Horses work hard to keep the timeless brand alive . It is this relentless vision that is 
portrayed throughout their unforgettable tracks. With each release thousands more are 
roped into the Vonn Kiss family. As numbers organically rise it is evident that there 
are no limits. Stay tuned as Vonn Kiss & The Dark Horses create standards beyond 
compare and deliver one of a kind music to the world.

 y Latest single “STRUGGLE” was   
   released on April 3rd.
 
 y Produced by Greg Archilla who’s 
   worked with Matchbox 20, 
   Collective Soul, Doug Stone and 
   on Grammy nominated albums by 
   Neil Young and Albert Collins.

 y Over 1.9 million combined views on 
   all major social media platforms

 y Over 98,000 followers across all 
   major social media platforms

 y Toured extensively with David Allan  
   Coe for nearly two years

 y Has shared the stage with David 
   Allen Coe, Willie Nelson, 
   Merle Haggard, Leon Russell,   
   Asleep at the Wheel, Kacey 
   Musgraves, Sturgill Simpson and   
   has performed at Willie Nelson’s   
   4th of July Picnic

“This boy is about as close 
to real country as we’ve heard 
in a long damn time. He’s got it 
really going on.”–David Allan Coe

“I love the way he stays true 
to himself and his country 
roots. It’s good to have worked 
with someone so genuine and 
true to his work.” 

– Gretchen Wilson

MEDIA CONTACTS: 
Jeremy Westby, jpw@2911.us

833-537-2911 x800

Scott Sexton, scott@2911.us, 
833-537-2911 x802
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https://www.facebook.com/vonnkiss
https://www.instagram.com/vonnkiss/
https://twitter.com/VonnKiss
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4SCBkohwE5CW2YBg9LjcEA
https://2911.us

